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By SARAH RAMIREZ

German automaker Mercedes-Benz is further committing to an omnichannel strategy, as the marque expects to sell
25 percent of its  vehicles online by 2025.

Central to Mercedes-Benz's "Best Customer Experience 4.0" initiative is the Mercedes me ID, a single login that will
follow consumers across channels. Not only are today's affluents becoming more accustomed to researching and
completing big-ticket purchases online, but enhancing digital tools helps automakers better understand their
customers.

"Mercedes me and the integration to reach customers how they prefer to communicate, use the services and
purchase vehicles is a smart way to transition away from the dealer experience, which can be time consuming and
stressful," said Lauren Fix, automotive expert, the Car Coach, Lancaster, NY.

Ms. Fix is not affiliated with Mercedes, but agreed to comment as an industry expert. Mercedes was reached for
comment.

Mercedes me
Mercedes' updated strategy was unveiled by Britta Seeger, member of the board of management of Daimler AG
responsible for Mercedes-Benz cars marketing and sales, on July 18 at a press presentation.

The automaker plans to use the Mercedes me ID to streamline experiences across channels during the customer
journey. However, consumers do not necessarily need to own a Mercedes to use the ID, as they can also use it for
car sharing and similar services.
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An earlier version of the Mercedes me app

According to Mercedes, there are more than 3 million active Mercedes me users with an activation rate of more than
90 percent for new Mercedes vehicles.

A new Mercedes me mobile application is expected to be released in the next quarter, eventually encompassing all
of the automaker's mobility and connectivity services. Since 2014, the automaker has developed more than 80
mobility-related digital offerings.

For instance, Mercedes allows new A-Class owners to seamlessly share their vehicles with individuals of their
choice through its application. The feature allows users to share their vehicle with only the group of people of their
choice and opts for heightened security measures (see story).

As of 2018, the range of digital services offered through the Mercedes me application and program were extended to
older models. Through an adapter, older models are able to receive connected information similar to new models
(see story).

The automaker is also rethinking its physical retail strategy, an indication that luxury carmakers must still provide
engaging experiences at dealerships.

Employees will be empowered to better assist customers through improved coordination between sales and service
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teams. Star Assistants are the first to welcome customers, and will redirect them to the appropriate contacts.

Mercedes' pop-up series in the United Kingdom. Image credit: Mercedes

Product experts will share in-depth vehicle information, while sales consultants assist with purchase agreements
and other financial details. Vehicle owners will be supported by service specialists.

In addition to dealerships, Mercedes also reaches a wide range of consumers through its temporary pop-ups, which
have included a Lil' Benz Dealership where children were able to test drive its toy cars (see story). Held in various
cities, Mercedes' Brand Centers offer an environment for consumers to explore the entire range of the automaker's
offerings (see story).

Online car buying
Mercedes has also made public that it expects to sell a quarter of its  vehicles online within the next six years.

Research from Boston Consulting Group finds that car buyers are relying on more online resources before ever
stepping foot at a dealership.

While 80 percent of car shoppers do online and offline research, an astounding 95 percent spend more than four
hours researching cars online. Armed with more information, drivers are spending less time at dealerships, and
total dealer visits per sale have dropped from about four to 1.4 in the last 10 years.

Although only 5 percent of those surveyed would be willing to purchase a car without test driving, 40 percent would
consider buying a car online (see story).

Beyond online shopping, Mercedes is rethinking the typical journey. The marque is looking to make the buying
process more realistic for consumers in a new test-drive program.

The automaker is now allowing customers to test drive vehicles for 48 hours, so they can really get a feel for how the
car will fit into their lives. Oftentimes consumers feel as though the short test drives at dealerships are not enough
time to get a true understanding of the vehicle they plan to purchase (see story).
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